DIPACO now offers the transfer pump assembly for 3300 Series engines with a New Scroll fuel system (NSFS) injection pump. Part number for the transfer pump assembly is D1W1695.

To service the NSFS transfer pump, DIPACO offers the 3300 and 3406B / C tappet assemblies. Part number D1W5912 is for the D1W1695 pump used on the 3300 engine. Part number D1W5910 is for the 1W1700 pump used on the 3406B / C engine. It’s important to replace these as wear in the tappet assembly allows fuel to leak into the crankcase, diluting the engine oil.

DIPACO also offers a transfer pump repair kit. Part number for the transfer pump kit is DPE22240. The kit includes the o-rings and check valves required when overhauling the D1W1695 or 1W1700 NSFS transfer pumps.